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The First Loop:

- Begin in front of Hoben Hall on Campus Drive.
- Turn **LEFT on Academy Street** then
- **turn RIGHT on Bulkley Street**, just past the Library. Take Bulkley to the stop sign at Grand Avenue and
- **turn LEFT on Grand**. Follow Grand around Henderson Castle and through the curve in the road (it becomes Grove Street) to Berkley Street and
- **turn LEFT on Berkley**. At the bottom of the hill on Berkley
- **turn LEFT on Academy Street**. Follow Academy past Jones Park and then **continue on Henderson Drive**. Take Henderson to Monroe Street and
- **turn RIGHT on Monroe**.
- **Turn LEFT at the corner of Monroe and Academy** and go just past the Arcus Center for Social Justice Leadership (ACSJL) to the driveway between Trowbridge Hall and the ACSJL.
- Take the **driveway back behind Trowbridge** and through the parking lot to the sidewalk.
- **Veer LEFT** on the sidewalk behind the Chapel and continue **down the Quad on the sidewalk in front of Dewing and Mandelle Halls**.
- **Turn LEFT through the arch** between Mandelle and Olds-Upton then
- **LEFT on Academy Street**

The Final Loop:

- **Turn RIGHT on Bulkley Street** and follow the same route as the first loop.
- When you get to the driveway between Trowbridge and the ACSJL on the second lap, **continue straight down Academy Street** then
- **turn RIGHT on Campus Drive** to finish in front of Hoben Hall.